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Introduction
The ML8511 sensor breakout is an easy to use ultraviolet light sensor. The MP8511 UV Sensor outputs an analog signal in relation to the amount of UV light it detects. This can be handy in creating devices that warn the user of sunburn or detect the UV index as it relates to weather conditions.

This sensor detects 280-390nm light most effectively. This is categorized as part of the UVB (burning rays) spectrum and most of the UVA (tanning rays) spectrum.

**Suggested Reading**

This sensor is so easy to use, there are very few tutorials that you may want to read before reading this tutorial:

- [Light](#)
- [Analog to Digital Conversion](#)
- [What is an Arduino?](#)
- [Logic Levels](#)

There's lots of good UV radiation reading out there as well:

- [UV Effects on Humans](#)
- [UV FAQs](#)

**Using the ML8511**

The ML8511 sensor is very easy to use. It outputs a analog voltage that is linearly related to the measured UV intensity (mW/cm²). If your microcontroller can do an analog to voltage conversion, then you can detect the level of UV.

Load the ML8511 UV Sensor Read Example onto the Arduino of your choice.

```c
/*
 ML8511 UV Sensor Read Example
 By: Nathan Seidle
 SparkFun Electronics
 Date: January 15th, 2014
 License: This code is public domain but you buy me a beer if you use this and we meet someday (Beerware license).

The ML8511 UV Sensor outputs an analog signal in relation to the amount of UV light it detects.

Connect the following ML8511 breakout board to Arduino:
3.3V = 3.3V
OUT = A0
GND = GND
EN = 3.3V
3.3V = A1
These last two connections are a little different. Connect the EN pin on the breakout to 3.3V on the breakout. This will enable the output. Also connect the 3.3V pin of the breakout to Arduino pin 1.

This example uses a neat trick. Analog to digital conversions rely completely on VCC. We assume this is 5V but if the board is powered from USB this may be as high as 5.25V or as low as 4.75V:
```
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Because of this unknown window it makes the ADC fairly inaccurate in most cases. To fix this, we use the very accurate onboard 3.3V reference (accurate within 1%). So by doing an ADC on the 3.3V pin (A1) and then comparing this against the reading from the sensor we can extrapolate a true-to-life reading no matter what VIN is (as long as it's above 3.4V).

Test your sensor by shining daylight or a UV LED: https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8662

This sensor detects 280-390nm light most effectively. This is categorized as part of the UVB (burning rays) spectrum and most of the UVA (tanning rays) spectrum.

There's lots of good UV radiation reading out there:
http://www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/phys_agents/ultravioletradiation.html
https://www.iuva.org/uv-faqs

/*

//Hardware pin definitions
int UVOUT = A0; //Output from the sensor
int REF_3V3 = A1; //3.3V power on the Arduino board

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(9600);

  pinMode(UVOUT, INPUT);
  pinMode(REF_3V3, INPUT);

  Serial.println("ML8511 example");
}

void loop()
{
  int uvLevel = averageAnalogRead(UVOUT);
  int refLevel = averageAnalogRead(REF_3V3);

  //Use the 3.3V power pin as a reference to get a very accurate output value from sensor
  float outputVoltage = 3.3 / refLevel * uvLevel;

  float uvIntensity = mapfloat(outputVoltage, 0.99, 2.8, 0.0, 15.0); //Convert the voltage to a UV intensity level

  Serial.print("output: ");
  Serial.print(refLevel);
  Serial.print("ML8511 output: ");
  Serial.print(uvLevel);
  Serial.print(" / ML8511 voltage: ");
  Serial.print(outputVoltage);
  Serial.print(" / UV Intensity (mW/cm^2): ");
  Serial.print(uvIntensity);
  Serial.println();

delay(100);
}
//Takes an average of readings on a given pin
//Returns the average
int averageAnalogRead(int pinToRead)
{
    byte numberOfReadings = 8;
    unsigned int runningValue = 0;

    for(int x = 0 ; x < numberOfReadings ; x++)
    {
        runningValue += analogRead(pinToRead);
        runningValue /= numberOfReadings;
    }

    return(runningValue);
}

//The Arduino Map function but for floats
float mapfloat(float x, float in_min, float in_max, float out_min, float out_max)
{
    return (x - in_min) * (out_max - out_min) / (in_max - in_min) + out_min;
}

Next, connect the following ML8511 breakout board to Arduino:

- ML8511 / Arduino
- 3.3V = 3.3V
- OUT = A0
- GND = GND
- EN = 3.3V
- Arduino 3.3V = Arduino A1

These last two connections are a little different. Connect the EN pin on the breakout to 3.3V to enable the device. Also connect the 3.3V pin of the Arduino to Arduino analog pin 1.
This example uses a neat trick. Analog to digital conversions rely completely on VCC. We assume this is 5.0V, but if the board is powered from USB this may be as high as 5.25V or as low as 4.75V. Because of this unknown window, it makes the ADC on the Arduino fairly inaccurate. To fix this, we use the very accurate onboard 3.3V reference (accurate within 1%). So by doing an analog to digital conversion on the 3.3V pin (by connecting it to A1) and then comparing this reading against the reading from the sensor, we can extrapolate a true-to-life reading, no matter what VIN is (as long as it's above 3.4V).

For example, we know the ADC on the Arduino will output 1023 when it reads VCC. If we read 669 from the connection to 3.3V, what is the voltage powering the Arduino? It's a simple ratio!

\[
\frac{VCC}{1023} = \frac{3.3V}{669}
\]

Solving for VCC, we get 5.05V. If you've got a digital multimeter, you can verify the 5V pin on your Arduino.

Now that we know precisely what VCC is, we can do a much more accurate ADC on the UV voltage:

\[
\frac{UV\_Voltage}{uv\_Level} = \frac{3.3\_\text{V}}{\text{ref\_Level}}
\]

uvLevel is what we read from the OUT pin. refLevel is what we read on the 3.3V pin. Solving for UV_Voltage, we can get an accurate reading.
Mapping the UV Voltage to intensity is straightforward. No UV light starts at 1V with a maximum of 15mW/cm² at around 2.8V. Arduino has a built-in map() function, but map() does not work for floats. Thanks to users on the Arduino forum, we have a simple mapFloat() function:

```c
// The Arduino Map function but for floats
float mapFloat(float x, float in_min, float in_max, float out_min, float out_max)
{
    return (x - in_min) * (out_max - out_min) / (in_max - in_min) + out_min;
}
```

The following line converts the voltage read from the sensor to mW/cm² intensity:

```c
float uvIntensity = mapFloat(outputVoltage, 0.99, 2.8, 0.0, 15.0); // Convert the voltage to a UV intensity level
```

Test your sensor by shining daylight or a UV LED onto the sensor. We've also found that a bright LED flashlight will change the reading slightly. What other devices around your house might output UV?

**UV Burn!**

With the UV sensor up and running, what can we do with it? If we integrate the UV exposure over time, we can calculate the total UV load. But how much UV is good?
From the Pacific University of Oregon:

... 15- to 30-min weekly exposure to UV-B required for Vitamin D synthesis ...

Monitoring could be good for basic levels. But how much is too much? From the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety:

For the UV-A or near ultraviolet spectral region (315 to 400 nm), exposure to the eye should not exceed 1 milliwatt per square centimeter (1.0 mW/cm²) for periods greater than 1000 seconds (approximately 16 minutes).

The UV sensor could be used on a pair of eyeglasses, to make sure you don't sunburn your eyes.

Because skin types vary greatly, it gets a bit harder to predict sun burn and skin damage. Luckily NOAA gives us some direction.

![Minutes to Skin Damage Chart](image.png)
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But we have a unit issue. Luckily, the US Navy clears that up:
Irradiance (a dose rate used in photobiology) is described in watts (unit of power) per square meter ($W \text{ m}^2$) or watts per square centimeter ($W \text{ cm}^2$). Radiant exposure ($H$), is dose, and is described in joules (unit of energy) per square meter ($J \text{ m}^2$) or joules per square centimeter ($J \text{ cm}^2$). Note that a watt is a joule per second thus the dose rate ($W \text{ cm}^2$) multiplied by the exposure duration (seconds) equals dose ($J \text{ cm}^2$).

**Resources and Going Further**

We hope this gives you the starting point for doing lots of fun things with UV. Now you might want to checkout these tutorials:

- [Hacking the Mindwave](#)
- [TSL2561 Luminosity Sensor Hookup Guide](#)
- [Using the Electric Imp Wireless Module](#)
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